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Osnabrück
Osnabrück developed as a marketplace next to
the bishop's see which was founded by
Charlemagne in 780.
It has been claimed that Charlemagne founded
the Gymnasium Carolinum in 804, which would
make it the oldest Gymnasium school in
Germany, but the foundation charter is believed
by some historians to be a forgery.
In 889 the town was given merchant, customs,
and coinage privileges by King Arnulf of
Carinthia. In 1157, Emperor Frederick
Barbarossa granted the city fortification
privileges (Befestigungsrecht). Part of the
medieval fortification, with most of the towers
are still visible in the city. Osnabrück became a
member of the Hanseatic League in the 12th
century.
Among its churches, the Marienkirche is a 14th
century hall-church, and the Dom St Peter is a
13th century Transitional Gothic cathedral.

Marienkirche, Osnabrück

Schleswig
Schleswig, the town in which we
shall be based for this study tour,
came into prominence c. 1100 as the
trading town of Hedeby declined.
The earliest occupation levels so far
found in Schleswig have been
dendro-dated to 1071.
A major
factor in the importance of Schleswig
was the increased depth of its
harbour, which meant that it could
accommodate deeper draft vessels
than the port at Hedeby.
In 1544 the castle Gottorf became
the residence of the local rulers, the
dukes of Gottorf, who were vassals
of the Danish kings.

Schleswig c. 1600

Hedeby (Haithabu)
Hedeby, or Haithabu,
was situated towards
the southern end of the
Jutland Peninsula at the
head of a narrow
navigable inlet known
today as the Schlei,
which connects to the
Baltic Sea.
The
emporium
of
Hedeby flourished from
the 8th to the 11th
centuries. It is first
mentioned in 804 in the
Frankish chronicles of
Einhard, who was in the
service of the emperor
Hedeby seen from the south
Charlemagne, but the
emporium at Hedeby was probably founded around 770. In 808 the Danish king
Godfred destroyed a Slav trading centre called Reric and the Frankish chronicles
record that he moved the merchants to Hedeby.
Hedeby had its own mint, which is the earliest known in Scandinavia.
had its own tollhouse. Excavations have shown a wide range of
there, including metalworking, glass making, bone working, amber
manufacture and ship repairing. At the height of settlement,
population of between 1,000 and 1,500 people.

It probably also
crafts practiced
working pottery
Hedeby had a

In the 10th century, strong earth-and-timber ramparts were constructed, which linked
the settlement to the Danevirke. Around this time wooden piles were used to form
sea barriers to protect the harbour.
In 1050 Hedeby was sacked by Harald Hardrada and in 1066 it was sacked by the
Wends.
By c. 1100 Hedeby had been replaced by the port of Schleswig, which could more
easily accommodate deeper draft vessels. The earliest levels of occupation at
Schleswig date to 1071.

The Danevirke

The line of the eastern section of the Danevirke.
Hedeby can be seen on the right

The Danevirke was a complex of earthworks and ditches that stretched across the
neck of Jutland. The various sections have a total length of c. 30 km. the Hærvej –
the main north-south road through Jutland – crossed the Danevirke near Hedeby.
The gateway through the ramparts was excavated by German archaeologists in the
summer of 2010.
The Danevirk was originally assumed to be a defensive work guarding the southern
boundary of Denmark, despite the fact that the actual boundary line lay some 20 km
south on the River Eider. Today, most archaeologists suggest that the original
function of the Danevirke was to protect the important trade route linking Hedeby with
the River Treene, and thence the Eider, finally giving access to the North Sea.
Part of the reason for this assumption is the nature of the earlier phases of the
Danevirke – the ‘Hovedvolden’ and the ‘Kovirke’ do not seem to function as a
defence against attack from the south, although later additions to the Danevirke
probably had a defensive function. The archaeologist Henning Hellmuth Andersen
found that, in an early phase, the ‘Hovedvolden’ consisted of a ditch between two
ramparts, which he interpreted as a canal. This view is not widely accepted, but in its
earliest stages the earthwork appears to be protection for a pathway, rather than a
border defence. The Kovirke consisits of a rampart with a ditch on its northern side,
which would also be unsuitable for defence against the south.
There are several phases of construction for the Danevirke. The earliest phase
(dated by dendrochronology to 737) consists of the Nordvolden (North wall),

Hovedvolden (Main Wall) and Østervolden (East Wall). The next phase is the
Kovirke – a rampart south of the first phase. This is probably the work referred to in
the Frankish Royal Annals which state that King Godfred of Denmark built a wall
across the neck of Jutland, and that this wall had a single gate in it. The Kovirke
contains the only gate so far identified in the Danevirke. This is the gateway
excavated in 2010.
The third phase of building began in the mid 10th century. The Hovedvolden was
rebuilt to a height of 10 metres, Hedeby was fortified with a semicircular earthwork
and the Connecting Wall was rebuilt to link Hedeby with the Hovedvolden. Sections
of the Connecting Wall have produced dendro-dates of 968, and 951 – 61, so that it
is probable that this part of the work was ordered by King Harald Bluetooth (reigned
c. 958 – 87).
In the 12th century parts of the Danevirke were rebuilt in brick under the orders of
King Valdemar the Great as defence against the Slavs and the Germans.
The Danevirke was last used as a defence in 1864 during Denmark’s war with
Prussia.

Lindholm Høje
Lindholm Høje is a settlement and cemetery
site. The settlement had both rectangular
and bow-sided buildings. The bow-sided
buildings were similar to those at Fyrkat.
There was a road made of wooden planks
running through the settlement.
Although farming was the main occupation,
evidence of iron working and bronze working
was also found during excavation.
The cemetery contained c. 700 burials, which
covered a period from the 6th to the late 11th
centuries.
Most of the graves were
cremations, although inhumation replaced
cremation during the course of the 11th
century.

Lindholm Høje
The earliest cremations were covered by
Ship Settings Graves
small mounds, but in the 8th century they
were set within square, triangular or round stone settings. During the Viking period,
the cremations were set within stone ship-shaped settings, presumably as a token
form of ship burial. Despite the size of the cemetery, the fact that it was in use for c.
500 years suggests an average population for the settlement was c. 40 people. Both
the settlement and the cemetery were abandoned c.1100 when they were covered by
drifting sand dunes.

Fyrkat Fort
Fyrkat is located some
distance from the end of
the Mariager Fjord in
North Jutland. The fort
is built on a narrow
piece of land with a river
on
one
side
and
swampy area on the
others.
From
this
position it could have
controlled the traffic on
the main land route
between Alborg and
Aarhus.
Fyrkat is one of six 10th
century
forts,
often
known as ‘Trelleborg
Fyrkat Fort
forts’. These forts are
The ground plan of the buildings is clearly visible
located at strategic
points within Viking
Period Denmark (shown in pink on the map below). All the forts are circular,
surrounded by an external ditch, and have equally spaced gateways situated on the
four
points
of
the
compass. An inter-mural
road ran around the inside
of the rampart.
Axial streets divide the fort
into four quadrants. At
Fyrkat and Trelleborg,
Sjælland each quadrant
contains four bow-sided
buildings arranged in a
square.
The military appearance of
these forts originally led to
the conclusion that they
were built as barracks for
the army that Svein
Forkbeard raised for his
invasion of England at the beginning of the 11th century. However, dendrochronology
has shown that the timbers used for the buildings date from the 980’s - during the
reign of Harald Bluetooth - and the forts appear to be centres of administration and
tax collecting. The forts were occupied for only c. 20 years, as they were no longer
needed once centralised royal government was firmly established.

Ribe
Ribe was probably the first
town
to
develop
in
Scandinavia.
The Viking
settlement grew up on the
north bank of the River Ribe,
c. 5 km from the North Sea at
the point where the river
ceased to be tidal. The first
phase consisted of a small
seasonal market.
Wooden
booths from this period have
been
dendrochronologically
dated to c. 710. Excavation
produced evidence of leather,
antler and amber working,
glass bead manufacture and
spinning and weaving. Finds
of large numbers of Frisian
sceattas
indicate
Ribe’s
importance as a trading emporium.

Ribe

In the 9th century a ditch was dug along the line of the town boundary. Such
emphatic boundary ditches usually indicate a growing population and a need to show
a demarcation between the area legally within the settlement, and therefore subject
to its special regulations (there was a similar boundary ditch at Hamwic).
The first documentary mention of Ribe is in the Life of St Ansgar, written by his
successor Bishop Rimbert, where it is stated that Ansgar was given permission by
King Horik II to build a church in Ribe in the 850’s. By 948, Ribe had become a
bishopric.

Jelling
Jelling was an important 10th
century royal pagan and Christian
site. The site today consists of
two large mounds, a 12th century
church and two rune-stones.
Evidence of a large, late 10th
century wooden church was found
beneath the floor of the present
Romanesque building.
The oldest monument at Jelling is
probably the smaller of the two
rune-stones, which was erected
by King Gorm the Old in memory

The Royal Mounds at Jelling

of his wife Thyre (c. 950). It is not certain that the stone is now in its original position;
it may have originally been part of a now-buried stone setting. It is not known where
Thyre was buried.
The northern mound originally covered a rich pagan burial which had been housed in
a wooden burial chamber. The chamber has been dendro dated to 958, which
means that it was probably the burial chamber of Gorm the Old. The mound had
been subsequently opened and the burial removed.
Excavations of the southern mound has failed to produce any evidence of a burial,
and the purpose of this mound is unclear. It is possible that it was intended as some
sort of cenotaph for Gorm’s Christian son, Harald Bluetooth (Haraldr blátann).
It was Harald who turned Jelling into a
Royal Christian centre. He erected the
larger of the two rune-stones as a
monument to Gorm, his father, and Thyre,
his
mother.
The
inscription
also
commemorates Harald’s role in unifying
Denmark and converting the Danes to
Christianity. The stone has a depiction of
Christ on one side, a lion entwined by a
snake
on
another,
and
the
commemorative inscription on the third.
The inscription reads:
:haraltr:kunukR:baþ:kaurua
kubl:þausi:aft:kurmfaþursin
aukaft:þaurui:muþur:sina:sa
haraltr:ias:saR.uan.tanmaurk
:ala:auknuruiak
auktanikarþi kristna
(King Haraldr ordered this monument to be made in memory of his farther Gormr and
his mother Thorvi. This was the Haraldr who won all of Denmark for himself and
Norway, and made the Danes Christian.)
Harald’s achievements in uniting the various Danish tribes into a single
nation received an interesting accolade in 1994 when the name Bluetooth
was chosen by Ericsson as the brandname for their wireless protocol that
could unite various computer peripherals into a single network.
The Bluetooth logo is a bindrune comprised of Harald’s initials: H B

Roskilde Viking Ship Museum
The Roskilde Viking Ship Museum was
originally built to house, conserve and display
the five 11th century Viking ships excavated
north of Roskilde at Skuldelev in the Roskilde
Fjord. The ships had been filled with boulders
and sunk to create a barrier in the fjord.
The discovery of these ships was made even
more important in that the barrier was formed
with different sorts of ships, giving us an
excellent sample of late Viking vessels. Wreck
1 is a broad-beamed sea-going trader 15.9 m
in length; Wreck 2 (and Wreck 4 originally
thought to be a separate ship) is a large
Excavation of the Ships in 1962
longship c. 30 m in length; Wreck 3 is a small
trading ship 13.85 m in length; Wreck 5 a
small longship 17.2 m in length; and Wreck 6 a large boat 11.6 m in length. A replica
of Skuldelev 1 circumnavigated the world in 1984-6, and a replica of Skuldelev 2 –
the Havhingsten fra Glendalough ("Sea Stallion from Glendalough") – sailed to Dublin
and back in 2007 – 8.

Dorestad
Dorestad (now Wij bij Duurstede) was one of the
largest trading centres of early medieval Europe. It
is situated near the confluence of the Rivers Lek
and Rhine, and the earliest settlement dates to the
early 7th century. By 630 it was the site of a
Frankish mint, but the settlement reached its zenith
in the 8th century, when it had a population of
between 1,000 and 2,000 and covered an area of
c. 40 hectares.
Dorestad was first raided by the Vikings in 834,
after the Frankish coastal defences began to break
Frankish gold Tremissis,
down due to civil strife. The Vikings raided again in
issued by minter Madelinus,
835, 836 and 837. Despite descriptions of killing,
Dorestad, mid-600s
plundering and burning in the Frankish Annals,
Dorestad did not seem to suffer for long. Indeed,
the peak output from its mints was between 838 – 40.
Dorestad was occupied by the Danes in 847 and granted to Roric by the emperor
Lothar in 850. Although Roric was supposed to defent the port, it was raided again in
857 and 863, after which it disappears from written records. However, it was
probably a shift in the course of the Rhine, rather than the raids, that caused its
decline.
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